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Summary 
Libby Davies learned about city planning-its limits and potential-as a community activist in Vancouver's Downtown Eastside. 

The Downtown Eastside's encounters with civic government often resulted in clashes, with planners sandwiched in the middle. This article 
relates her experiences, both as a community member and, later, as an elected member ofVancouver City Council confronting 

the realities of project planning on a large scale. What is the planner's role? Is it clearly understood by citizens? 
Ms. Davies explores these questions and offers some solutions. 

Sommaire 
Cest par le biais de /'activisme communautaire pour le quartier du centre-ville est de Vancouver que Libby Davies a decouvert l'urbanisme 

municipal, plus precisement ses limites et son potentiel. Les contacts entre les representants du quartier et ceux de /'administration 
municipale tenaient souvent davantage d'affrontements, avec les urbanistes entre les deux camps. Dans cet article, elle rend compte de son 

experience a la fois comme membre de la collectivite puis, plus tard, a titre de membre elu du conseil municipal de Vancouver confronte 
aux realites de la planification de projets de grande envergure. Quel est le role de l'urbaniste? Est-ii veritablement compris des citoyens? 
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Mm• Davies aborde ces questions et propose des solutions. 

I first understood and experienced the 
political nature of urban planning 

when I lived and worked in Vancouver's 
Downtown Eastside in the 1970s. As a 
young community activist working with 
the newly formed Downtown Eastside 
Residents Association (DERA), it seemed 
as though we were fighting City Hall on 
every front. Located in the urban core 
ofVancouver, this low income, primarily 
residential community did not exist on 
any planning maps-it was as invisible as 
a "skid road". Seen vaguely as part of 
the central business district, it was not 
defined as a community or neighbourhood 
where people lived. Deplorable housing 
conditions in ancient hotels and roaming 
houses meant that death by fire was not 
uncommon. Basic fire, safety and health 
by-laws were flagrantly ignored by the 
City. We had no idea what planners did, 
or how they could assist us in our 
neighbourhood, but we did know that 
a majority of City Council saw the area 
as politically expendable and outside of 
their political universe. 

DERA's success in transforming an 
unrecognized area into a community 
with a strong identity, based on the 
assertion of basic civil, human and 
cultural rights, was centred on a 
struggle concerning land use issues. 
Most North American skid roads 
experienced "upgrading" through 
massive redevelopment and the eviction 
of low-income people. Indeed, the 
phenomenon began to take hold in the 
early 1970s in historic Gastown, where 
redevelopment erased many single-room 
occupancies. DERA's resistance to 
redevelopment pressures that threatened 
to wipe out entire communities continued 
over several decades and brought us 
face to face with the limits and potential 
of urban planning programs. 

Land use planning, including rezoning 
and the broader context of community 
development, provides powerful municipal 
mechanisms that can generate enormous 
profit for private development; thus, 
the intense interest of developers in 
"controlling" City Hall and the zoning 



decisions that it makes. I have always 
believed that the purpose of planning is 
to uphold the broader public interest, 
over and above private interests. Of 
course, defining public interest is based 
on social and economic factors that 
influence both planners and municipal 
councils. The following two experiences 
demonstrate the political nature of urban 
planning and the conflicts that can arise. 

Downtown Eastside 
The Downtown Eastside local area 
planning committee was established in 
1976. From day one it became an arena 
for battles between residents and non
residents; between what City Council 
and the planners saw as a priority versus 
the needs and desires of those of us who 
lived in the community. The committee's 
initial structure ensured that local low
income residents were in a minority. We 
were told that a variety of "interests" 
had to be represented, including those 
of the industrial and institutional sectors, 
social services, business and so on. We 
had pushed for an official development 
plan that would protect low-income 
housing, and we saw this as a deliberate 
maneuver by the City to marginalize 
low-income residents by stacking the 
deck. Although we managed to make 
some changes to the structure of the 
committee--with several planners being 
"chewed up" in the process-my lasting 
impression of this experience was outrage 
that local area planning principles that 
had been designed to help communities 
like ours were sacrificed for political 
purposes. 

Looking back, I can see that the planners 
had been sandwiched between Council's 
desire to gain political control over us 
and our desire to use local planning as a 
tool to provide community development 
and stability to a low-income community. 
Underlying the tension was a class bias 
that low-income residents were not on 
the same footing as, say, residents of 
Dunbar, a middle-class neighbourhood 
on the west side ofVancouver. 

Mega Developments 
I was the chair of the local planning 
committee for several years, and 
involved in planning issues as a local 
resident, until my election to Vancouver 
City Council in 1982. The experience 
left me with a sense that the rules of 
engagement with planners and the City 

were unclear and often contradictory. 
Did the local planner work for_ us or 
the City? I felt that planners were 
frequently torn between their role and 
the expectations of their political 
masters and the local community. This 
impression was reinforced during the 
1980s when, now as a member of 
Vancouver City Council, we were well 
into the planning of mega developments 

Carra/I and Hastings before 

Carra/I and Hastings now 

such as the North Shore of False Creek 
(Concord Developments), Coal 
Harbour (Marathon Realty) and the 
Bayshore Development. 

Mayor Gordon Campbell ( 1986-1993) 
was the "mega-development mayor", 
with close ties to the development 
industry. His election signaled a major 
emphasis on mega plans for the 
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downtown core. The notion of mega 
plann ing-that a plan is masterminded 
in one fell swoop, forcing citizens to 
react rapidly and without resources in 
the face of a heavily resourced developer 
acting in concert with the City-is 
controversial in itself. The value of the 
public interest becomes rather murky. 
I remember so-called public consultation 
sessions where the role of the public 
planner was indistinguishable from that 
of the developer. Gordon Campbell's 
modus operandi (as it still is today as 
the premier of British Columbia) is "hit 
'em hard and then do it again!" Citizens 
were exhausted from fighting the City 
over these mega developments, and 
issues concerning road planning, 
affordable housing, density and view 
protection became critical issues. The 
planning process itself became increasingly 
political , and the Planning Department, 
which had a reputation of being fairly 
independent and willing to stand up to 
City Council, was told to knuckle under. 
It became my most cynical experience 
with planning.As an opposition member 
of Council, representing what I felt to 
be the community's interest in mega 
development, I felt that the planning 
process was so integrated with the 
interests of private development that 
the community had little chance to change 
what became an inevitable outcome. 

Lessons Learned 
I have high regard for planners and their 
mission to reach land use decisions that 
protect our environment and recognize 
economic and social inclusion. But at the 
end of the day, development pressures 
on a susceptible and, in many cases, 
eager municipal council mean that many 
land use decisions are made for private 
gain and are often detrimental to the 
overall need for a healthy, diverse city. 

At the very least, we need clear rules 
about who represents what interests. 

At the federal level, the reforms to 
election financing that are being debated 
will significantly restrict donations from 
corporations and unions. We need a 
similar level playing field at the municipal 
level. Full financial disclosure, spending 
limits for election campaigns, and a ban 
on donations from developers who stand 
to gain windfall profits from rezonings 
are needed. In addition , to understand 
and define the roles and responsibilities 
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of the various interests represented, we 
need clear rules governir)g the working 
relationship between planners and local 
communities. 

Finally, we need to affirm and strengthen 
the idea of participatory democracy. 
We must provide real resources to allow 
citizens to engage meaningfully in land 
use and budgetary decisions that affect 
their community and city. "Consultation" 
is a thin veil for retaining power. The veil 
needs to be lifted and replaced with 
open democratic processes, ensuring that 
the involvement of local communities is 
seen as the means to a shared outcome 
based on meeting clearly defined public 
objectives. • 

Libby Davies began working in the Downtown 
Eastside in I 972. She was elected to Vancouver 
City Council in 1982 and served five consecutive 
terms. She is currently the Member of Parliament 
representing Vancouver East, which includes the 
Downtown Eastside. 
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